
	



	

All children in EYFS were Wellcomm 
screened throughout the academic year 
and they accessed intervention at their 
level. 80% of children who required 
intervention upon entry to school had 
met ARE by the end of autumn term. 
Those who did not were referred to The children accessed drama from a 

specialist teacher this improved 
language and communication skills. It 
also improved the children’s vocabulary. 		

This it not take place as children were 
making progress with the Wellcomm 
interventions. 		

During the Spring and Summer term, an 
additional adult was placed in EYFS to 
support the children’s learning. 		



	

This enabled the class teacher to work with 
pupil premium children to address 
misconceptions and preteach before 
starting a unit of work.  	

This did not take place due to staffing and 
logistics.   	

These were not purchased. The money was 
used to train two member of staff in Mental 
Health First Aid.   	

All children in Year 1 and 2 were screen 
and accessed support when needed. This 
was small group tailored interventions. 
They made an average of 80% of 
children who required intervention upon 
entry to school had met ARE by A2.	
Drama was taught weekly by a drama 
specialist and this was linked to Talk 4 
Writing texts. This enabled vocabulary 
and expression to be reinforced. 	

Talk for Reading was introduced across 
the school and additional TA support in 
class promoted access for vulnerable 
pupils.  
Reading Wise took place daily supporting 
children working below age related 
expectations. They made an average of 
12 months.  	
This took place in small groups linked to 
what the children were learning in class. 
This was used to pre-teach skills. 	

This took part in class and was focused 
around reading tricky words and number 
recognition. Supporting both reading and 
maths.   	



	

Explicit teaching of vocabulary took place 
in the session and this was linked to Talk 
4 Writing. In KS2 there was a growth in 
confidence of the children performing in 
front of an audience e.g. StoryHouse 
performance linked to Adrift. The children 
also performed in front of parents, visitors 
and another school.  

Our Year 6 and Year 5 pupils took part in 
bespoke training to improve their Literacy 
skills in particular their decoding of 
unfamiliar word and their meaning. All 
children that took part made progress.  

 

Children working well below expectations 
took park and their reading age increased 
by 12 months.  

This took place in small groups linked to 
what the children were learning in class. 
This was used to preteach skills.  

This took part in class and was focused 
around reading tricky words and number 
bonds to 10, 20 and 100. Supporting both 
reading and maths.   	

Additional books were purchased to 
support the children using the scheme in 
class. This had positive results across 
school with some children making over a 
year’s gain in the reading age in half a 
term.    	

Beanstalk Volunteers came into school 
during the Autumn term but this stopped 
after Christmas due to sickness.  

The parent reading programme did not 
take place due to staffing and logistics.    	

Up to 4 children in each class had BRP in 
each half term. This enabled children to 
be read with on a 1:1 basis  



	

	

Year 6 had an additional teacher so the 
class could have intensive SATs boosters 
that were targeted and personalised.   

Year 6 pupils had weekly bespoke 1:1 
online tuition for maths.  

Year 3, 5 and 6 had music tuition from a 
musician and they then performed in front 
of the school and parents. This also 
increased children’s confidence.  

This was used for staff CPD and a 
member of staff was training in promoting 
Oracy which will be cascaded to all staff. 
We had visits from Steven Williams and 
he provided and report about the 
disadvantaged pupils across school. This 
was also used to purchase Read to Write 
units of work to support the planning of 
English. This was purchased for all year 
groups.  

This allowed the all children to take part 
in a school trips half termly. Residential 
trips included a trip to France for Year 5 
and 6. Year 3 and Year 4 visited York for 
3 days and Year 2 going to Foxhowl for a 
night. These were all at a reduced cost 
which enabled access for all.  

School uniform was subsidised for 
parents to buy and children new to the 
school were gifted a PE kit and a school 
jumper. This has promoted a sense of 
belonging and wellbeing during what can 
be a difficult time for a child.  

All children wear the school uniform.  



	

	

	

	

	 	

Additional opportunities for support were 
offered to pupil premium children in the 
form of boosters that addressed 
misconceptions or pre-teaching. This 
meant children has more bespoke and 
targeted support for their individual 
needs.   

This allowed a member of staff to support 
children across school emotionally. This 
also allowed another TA to be trained and 
our capacity for ELSA has been 
increased.  

Although funding is means tested, as an inclusive school, all of our children benefit from Pupil Premium funds. 
We do not exclude children from being offered additional support or curriculum enrichment. The funding 
benefits both pupil premium children and non-pupil premium children.  


